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Summary
Problem: The need and utility of AI is outpacing the quantity of expertise needed to implement it.
Many people possess expertise in their domain and recognize how this expertise could be
automated or expanded to gain greater insight using ml methods. However, AI and machine learning
itself is an amalgamation of computer science, data science, statistics, and engineering. How do we
automate our expertise so that you can automate yours?
Solution: We create a platform that distills building AI to a few clicks on the front end and an AI in
the backend that is constantly learning the best methods to build these AI’s. Using neuro evolution,
we create meta learners and just learners that require the absolute minimum input from the user
and can generate solutions scaled to the user’s needs.
Conclusion: In this talk, we will describe the current state of neural networks and their capabilities
and limitations. We present a brief overview of evolutionary algorithms and how they solve some of
the limitations. Finally, we will dig into how we stack our evolutionary algorithms to create embedded
meta learners.
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